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Get up to Speed on HTML 4.01 — in a Weekend!
    The big day is Monday. The day you get to show off what you know about building Web pages with HTML. The problem is, you're not really up to speed. Maybe it's been a while since you used HTML. Or maybe you just like a challenge. In any event, we've got a solution for you — HTML 4.01 Weekend Crash Course. Open the book Friday evening and by Sunday afternoon, after completing 30 fast, focused sessions, you'll be able to jump right in and start creating Web pages with HTML. It's as simple as that.
    HTML and the Web; HTML for Web Page Creation; Web Page Design; Maintaining and Improving Your Web Site    

Text on Your HTML Page; Improving the Look of Your Web Page's Text; HTML Graphics; Working with Color in Text and Graphics; Text and Graphics Organization; Hyperlinks Connect the Web    

E-mail Links, Comments, and Special Characters; Tables Organize Data; Forms Add Function; Adding Form Elements; Transparent Imaging; Advanced Color and Imaging Techniques    

Marketing Your Web Site with HTML; Page Layout with Frames; Activating Pages with Multimedia and Rollovers; Be Uniform with Style Sheets    

Developing a Web Site from Scratch; Make the Web Site Home Page Look Good; The Web Site Home Page's HTML; The Web Site Home Page's Text and Graphics; Creating and Connecting the Web Site's Page; Adding Special Elements to the Web Site    

Adding Other Special Elements to the Web Site; Correcting Web Site Problems; Keeping the Family Web Site Fresh; The Future of HTML    

    CD-ROM INCLUDES:

	HTML editors and other Web development tools, including HotDog Express, BBEdit, WebPage Wizard, ULead's GIF Animator, and HomeSite     
	Assessment software to help gauge your progress     
	Source code from the book     
	Both leading Web browsers



About the Author
   GREG PERRY is the author of more than 65 computer books and has sold more than 2 million copies of books worldwide. Perry has written on topics ranging from operating systems, to programming languages, to end-user applications. Before becoming a full-time author and speaker, Perry worked as a Supervisor over financial systems at a Fortune 500 company before moving from industry to teaching at the college level. In addition to writing, Perry enjoys studying financial investing, traveling, and speaking on numerous computer and travel subjects.
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Bloodstain Pattern Analysis with an Introduction to Crime Scene Reconstruction, Third Edition (Practical Aspects of Criminal and Forensic Investigations)CRC Press, 2008
The goal of forensics and crime scene reconstruction is simply to seek the truth. The analyst has no other agenda. In pursuing this end, we revisit what we hope is a not too distant past and attempt to recreate the events that unfolded. This task is anything but simple and the tools employed are all of the forensic disciplines.

Each area...
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Remote Instrumentation Services on the e-Infrastructure: Applications and ToolsSpringer, 2010

	Accessing remote instrumentation worldwide is one of the goals of e-Science. The task of enabling the execution of complex experiments that involve the use of distributed scientific instruments must be supported by a number of different architectural domains, which inter-work in a coordinated fashion to provide the necessary functionality....
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Reconstruction Era: Primary Sources Edition 1. (U X L Reconstruction Era Reference Library)Gale, 2004
Doody Enterprises : "Primary sources in this volume include reminiscences of John Brown Gordon, an ex-Confederate general; Louis Hughes, a former slave; Freedman's Burea Act; Frederick Douglass; Frances Butler Leigh, a plantation owner; Alexander Stephens, former Confederate vice president; Andrew Johnson; Charles Sumner; Hiram...
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Beginning VB 2008: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2008

	This book is for anyone who wants to write good Visual Basic 2008 code – even if you have never programmed before.


	Writing good code can be a challenge, there are so many options, especially in a language like Visual Basic. If you want to really get the best from a programming language you need to know which features work...
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Discovering Requirements: How to Specify Products and ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
As information technology grows in power and reach, systems become more ambitious and more tightly integrated. The discipline of defining - or, perhaps, engineering - requirements becomes broader and deeper: it now embraces almost every project that aims to define a human or technical need and to find a means to satisfy it.

Inevitably,...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If you’re one of the 2.4 million Web professionals who rely on Dreamweaver to create active, database-driven Web sites–or if you want to be–here’s the only reference manual you need. From step-by-step instruction in Dreamweaver MX 2004 basics, like the updated interface and integration with...
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